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If one man could help give the 1990 Warner Bros. Television miniseries Stephen King's 
It a truly terrifying weight and create an atmosphere of nostalgia and dread, it was 
composer Richard Bellis. Coming in at over 100 minutes, Bellis’ score is astonishing in 
its thematic complexity and instrumentation. Segueing from demonic circus music to 
lyrical bonding, big band jazz to eerie sound design, and piercing horror synths to lush 
orchestral adventure, Bellis’ soundtrack is as much a masterwork of storytelling as is 
King’s book. Each of his numerous motifs inseparably link one traumatized character to 
the other, as well as to their tormentor. The past and present are one in the numerous 
themes that flow from Derry’s troubled streets to the haunted sewers below. 
 
Richard Bellis made judicious use of the miniseries’ limited music budget, arranging four 
days of orchestral recording with various ensembles (up to 55 players) to record about 
an hour of music. Bellis then seamlessly integrated much of the orchestral 
performances with the electronic elements, which had been recorded at Ray Colcord’s 
home studio. The premiere release of Bellis' score is featured on this generous two-CD 
set from Intrada. 
 
Set in the fictional Maine town of Derry, Stephen King's It imagined a group of seven 
bullied youngsters finding the courage to unite against evil incarnate, only to face the 
shape-shifting monster thirty years later as adults. While It’s child-hating fiend can 
transform into any creature — from a mummy to a teenage werewolf—its favored form 
is a twisted clown named Pennywise. Since time immemorial, It has emerged every 
three decades in “the dirty little town” of Derry to wreak havoc, taunting his innocent 
victims with their most terrifying nightmares. The miniseries featured a large ensemble 
cast, including Seth Green, Richard Thomas, John Ritter, and Annette O'Toole. 
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